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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $20 junior or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to
obtain a paper newsletter.
Cow Stream hot pools – not all tramping needs to be with your
boots on!

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
We’re back doing what this club loves to do! The last newsletter published before Covid-19
pandemic constraints was March 2020. By the time you receive this newsletter we would
have had our AGM and there will be some changes to key club officers. The committee
information at end of this document will be out of date. We ask you to check our website
for any changes.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning.
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New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone John West 0212302536 or email
john_a_west@outlook.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Steve Bruerton 322-6196 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $25 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Barney Stephenson, ph. 027 358 3281 .
Note: club gear assigned to you is your
responsibility; please take care of it. Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.

Wednesday 24 June

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Club Night

Buy, Sell, Exchange: It’s time for our annual buy, sell & exchange night! Have you
upgraded your gear recently? Or during the lockdown period, perhaps you decided to
clean house? If so, bring along any gear you’ve realised you no longer want, and pass it
on to someone who does! Boots, jackets, packs, ropes, crampons, axes, tents... Any and
all gear! Items may be donated to the club to sell for the benefit of the club coffers. Some
sellers will prefer cash, so it would be wise to bring some, but buyers and sellers can also
arrange bank transfers. Doors open at 7:30pm as usual at 110 Waltham Road,
Sydenham. Refreshments and general club chat as usual.
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Saturday 27 June
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Grey/Maukatere: This is one of the most accessible points in
the northern foothills and makes a popular easy/moderate trip. We
will start near the Grey River Picnic Area and take the Mt Grey
Track which climbs steadily through native bush, before opening
out onto tussock slopes leading to the trig on the summit of Mt
Grey (934m). Great views looking out over the Canterbury Plains
and surrounding area. Return to the Lake Janet picnic area via the
lookout. Around 600m height gain and a car shuffle is required.
Sunday 28 June
Departure point: Z Russley

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 25 Jun
Map:

BV23
BW23
Approx: $15

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Foweraker 1804m Arthurs Pass NP: Park at the Hawdon
Shelter and cross the Hawdon (dry feet people can bring a change
of footwear) before climbing to Pt 1035. Follow the ridge-line to
Foweraker. We can retrace our steps to the car or if we have time
and the conditions are good we can descend via a scree run to
Sudden Valley. Please bring ice axe and crampons.
Sunday 28 June
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 25 Jun
Map:
BV21
Approx:

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #32: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bush-craft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be useful as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
Wednesday 1 July

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 25 Jun
Map:
Approx: $20

Club Night

Annual General Meeting: Christchurch Tramping Club AGM. 110 Waltham Road. Doors
open 7.30pm. All members welcome - agenda will be notified in advance.
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Saturday 4 July
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Ohinetahi Reserve/Living Springs/Governors Bay: The trip will
start at the Hoon Hay Park car park on the Summit Road and
follow Watling, Duke St and Bush Road Tracks through the bush
clad gully and rock outcrops into the reserve. Follow a gentle
contour around O’Farrells Track into Living Springs with great
views of Lyttelton Harbour. Passing through Living Springs, check
out an 800 year old Kahikatea tree, before making a lunch stop at
Allandale Reserve. Along the foreshore to Governors Bay, up
Faulkners Track to the Crater Rim Walkway and back to the
carpark. Overall height gain around 500m.
Sunday 5 July
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 2 Jul
Map:
BX24
Approx: $10

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Bob’s Bivy: Starting at Wooden Gully Camping Area car park.
Going up via Wooden Gully Track and across Pt 1043 and Pt 953
to Bob’s Camp Bivouac. Back to the cars via Ridge Track. The
tramp will offer great views over Mount Thomas Forest area. It’ll
be a decent day out so bring plenty of cookies.
Saturday 18 July
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 2 Jul
Map:

BW23

Approx: $10

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Rakaia Gorge Walkway: A nice easy trip, mainly following the
cliffs and river terraces above the gorge, giving great views of the
gorge and Mt Hutt Range. The walkway starts in farmland, then
enters areas of regenerating bush and emerges alongside a
fenced field. Continue down into a gully where a short side track
leads to the site of the disused Snowdon Coal Mine. Cross a small
creek, out of the gully and up to a signposted track junction: here
the walkway forms a loop to take in the Upper Gorge Viewpoint.
Beyond the viewpoint, the track drops steeply down, back into
bush. A short side track takes us down to the river for a lunch stop.
Return trip will rejoin the walkway back to the carpark. Return trip
around 10kms.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 16 Jul
Map:
BX20
Approx: $20

Weekend 18-19 July
Departure point: Z Russley (leave Friday 7pm)

Leader: Alan Ross 384-6425
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

Snow Skills Course for Beginners : Want to learn how to use an
Ice Axe and Crampons? This is the course to gain this essential
skill set (you should never be wearing crampons without knowing
how to use them correctly). We will leave Z Russley at 7pm and
proceed to the Club Lodge in Arthur’s Pass. If you own your own
Ice Axe and Crampons bring them. If not they will all be supplied
(you do not need to hire them elsewhere). You will need at a
minimum easy/moderate fitness. We will be in snow all day so
appropriate gear to stay comfortable is essential. You MUST be a
club member before the date of the course to participate. Sign up
on line. Costs will be transport + Hut fees + Ice Axe and
Crampons hire. Approx $80 total. Any questions ph Alan Ross 021
962884 or 03 3846425.
Saturday 25 July
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Training
Closes: 9 Jul
Map:
Approx: Approx $80

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Lake Clearwater Circuit: This trip in the Ashburton Lakes area
will start at the entrance to Lake Camp, cross Lambies Stream
and head west along a 4WD track, with good views up and down
the lake. We join the Eastern Link Track and a short section of the
Te Araroa Trail along a series of terraces and stream fords. At the
western edge of the lake, cross a large wetland on a boardwalk,
rejoin the Lake Clearwater Circuit Track, through the settlement
and back to the cars.
Sunday 26 July
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Easy
Closes: 23 Jul
Map:
BX18
Approx: $25

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #33: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
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Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 23 Jul
Map:
Approx: $20

Weekend 8-9 August

Leader: Monika Bratownik
MonikaBratownik@gmail.com

Avalanche Awareness Course (run by OENZ) : This is a 2-day
introductory avalanche awareness course that focuses on
identifying avalanche terrain and understanding what causes
avalanches. Understanding the NZ Backcountry Avalanche
Advisory is a vital skill that you will learn on this course. This is a
practical field-based course with some theory to increase your
understanding. This course is approved by (MSC) Mountain
Safety Council. You will gain an MSC certificate in Avalanche
Awareness upon completion of this course.
WHERE WILL THIS COURSE BE DELIVERED? We meet at the
Darfield Bakery in Darfield on Saturday morning (30 mins from
Christchurch).
The avalanche awareness course has two parts.
Two days of practical training & an afternoon/evening theory
session. The practical training is delivered in the Craigieburn
range near Castle Hill Village, and the theory component is
delivered at the lodge in Arthurs Pass Village.
ACCOMMODATION Accommodation on Saturday night is at the
CTC club hut in Arthurs Pass Village. Please note: CTC Hut fees
are not included in the course fees.
COURSE CONTENTS:
•

Introduction to the NZ Backcountry Avalanche Advisory

•

Mountain Weather in NZ

•

Using an avalanche transceiver

•

Probing techniques

•

Snow Shovelling technique

•

Small party rescue scenarios

•

Identifying avalanche terrain

•

Identifying terrain traps

•

Introduction to safe travel techniques

For more information, or to register, please go to
https://www.oenz.co.nz/courses/avalanche-awareness-course-22-2-2-3-3-3/
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Grade: Training
Closes: 30 Jul
Map:
Approx: $349

Weekend 22-23 August

Leader: Monika Bratownik
MonikaBratownik@gmail.com
monikabratownik@gmail.com

Snow Skills 2: Pitching, Ridge Travel, & Snow Anchors (run Grade: Training
by OENZ) :
Closes: 13 Aug
COURSE FOCUS The focus of this course is to learn about snow Map:
anchors and how to use the rope when pitching up steep sections
Approx: $499
of snow and mixed ground as well as along exposed ridges.
COURSE LOCATION This course is delivered at Temple Basin,
Arthurs Pass. We meet at the CTC club hut in Arthurs pass Village
at 7 PM on Friday evening, spend the weekend up at Temple
Basin and finish back in Arthurs Pass Village on Sunday
afternoon.
ACCOMMODATION Friday night – CTC club hut (CTC hut fees
are not included in course) Saturday night– Temple Basin lodge
(included)
FOOD Friday evening – Not included (you can pick something up
on the way or cook at the CTC lodge in Arthurs Pass) Saturday
Breakfast -Bring your own Lunch – Bring your own Dinner –
Provided by Temple Basin Lodge Sunday Breakfast- Provided by
Temple Basin Lodge Lunch – Bring your own
Basic snow skills required.
For more information or to register, please go to:
https://www.oenz.co.nz/courses/ctc-alpine-course-custom-course2/
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Weekend 29-30 August

Leader: Monika Bratownik
MonikaBratownik@gmail.com

Snow Skills 3: Glacial & Crevasse Rescue (run by OENZ):

Grade: Training
COURSE FOCUS: The focus of this course is glacial travel and Closes: 20 Aug
craves rescue and ropework
Map:
COURSE LOCATION: This course is delivered at Temple Basin, Approx: $499
Arthurs Pass. We meet at the CTC club hut in Arthurs pass Village
at 7 PM on Friday, spend the weekend up at Temple Basin and
finish back in Arthurs Pass Village on Sunday afternoon.
ACCOMMODATION: Friday night – CTC club hut (CTC hut fees
are not included in course) Saturday night– Temple Basin lodge
(included)
FOOD: Friday evening – Not included (you can pick something up
on the way or cook at the CTC lodge in Arthurs Pass) Saturday Breakfast -Bring your own Lunch – Bring your own Dinner –
Provided by Temple Basin Lodge Sunday Breakfast- Provided by
Temple Basin Lodge Lunch – Bring your own
Basic snow skills required.
For
more
information,
or
to
register,
please
see
https://www.oenz.co.nz/courses/ctc-alpine-course-custom-course2-3/
Sunday 30 August
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #34: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
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Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 27 Aug
Map:
Approx: $20

Weekend 5-6 September
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Eric Skea

Snow 2 & 3 Refresher Weekend: This is a chance to practise
and consolidate the skills you have learned from the professional
instructors. Depending on weather, conditions and the desires of
the group, activities might include a snow climb in Arthur’s Pass,
visiting a ski-field to practise snow anchors and pitching, or visiting
a climbing crag to practise rope skills.

Grade: Training
Closes: 27 Aug
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40 + hut
fee

First priority for spaces on this trip goes to participants in this
year’s or last year’s CTC Snow 2 and/or Snow 3 courses. (Anyone
else with appropriate past training and/or experience feel free to
contact the trip leader to express interest.)
If Snow 3 gets postponed, then this trip will also get postponed so
that it can be scheduled for the weekend after. If the weather is
good enough to go to Arthur’s Pass, we’ll depart Friday evening
and stay in the club hut.
Sunday 27 September
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #35: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
Sunday 18 October
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 24 Sep
Map:
Approx: $20

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #36: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. This
is a day of practical training to help prepare you for the day when
your planned day walk becomes a potential overnight sleep over.
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one, but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at Rangiora for
tea, Q&A session and a debrief on the way home, because the trip
lasts till until 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time. NB this wil be the
last TORTIS Tour for 2020.
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Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 15 Oct
Map:
Approx: $20

Trip Reports
Cow Stream 6-7 June 2020
Not long after the move to the relative freedom of Level 2 of the Covid response, Josh
organised a quasi-impromptu overnight trip to Cow Stream. The weather forecast was a bit
iffy, but I suspect that that was part of Josh’s motivation – the prospect of camping near hot
springs in bad weather.
We left the cars parked on Tophouse road at about 10:45 am, heading west along the fourwheel-drive track just to the south of Edwards Pass, Josh showing off his splendid black
nose guard. The weather was cool, but not too windy. We could see that it was raining in
the vicinity of the Waiau River, about 15 km to our west, so there was an incentive to get a
move along. (There had been talk of taking the highroad over the southern part of the St
James Range via the Amuri Skifield road, but the risk of weather exposure was too great.)
We made pretty good time and arriving at the river terrace above the hot springs at 1:30
pm, having covered the 12 intervening kilometres in 2 hours 45 minutes. The rain came
just as we arrived. Tents were pitched and lunch eaten while the air got colder and the rain
heavier. Stefan wasted no time in getting to the pools, having jogged through the rest of
the encampment dressed in nothing but his togs. Most of the rest of us followed in short
order, though Mark, Chris and Jonathan hibernated in their tents for some time.
The rain became heavier still, then Josh pointed out that he could see snow settling to
progressively lower levels on the ridge above us. About 4 pm it started snowing at the
pools, which are an altitude of ~720 m. But the warm water was more than enough to ward
off the cool: we estimated the top pool to be ~42°c; the middle (Goldilocks) pool was
probably about 36°c and the third pool in the high 20s. Needless to say, the latter didn’t get
a lot of use except as a place to warm up initially after fording frigidly cold Cow Stream.
Jonathan emerged from his nap (he had climbed Foggy Peak in the light of the full moon
the previous night) just as the snow started to accumulate around us. The snowflakes
were large and fluffy, so the snow built up quite fast. I was apprehensive about getting out
into the cold to make dinner, but found that a 10-minute soaking in the hot pool was
enough to permit me 35 comfortable minutes, dressed only in slip-on sandals, wet togs
and a Goretex jacket, to boil water and to rehydrate and eat my Back Country spaghetti
Bolognese while sitting on a rock next to my tent, surrounded by snow.
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Cow stream hot pool bathers catching snowflakes

After dinner, it was back to the pools where the more dedicated of us stayed till about 9:20
pm. Just before 8 pm, we watched through a (temporary) thin veil of clouds the moon
rising as an eerie spectre from behind the St James Range. The last three of us had
intended to get out at 9 pm, but Jonathan had a headlight malfunction that delayed us by
about 20 minutes. Special mention must be made here of the sterling efforts by Brindsley
who spent 6.5 hours in the pool with just one short interruption for dinner.
My tent had collected a good couple of inches of snow, which I shook off prior to going to
bed. I thought that I would have to repeat the process during the night but, fortunately, not
much more fell. Josh had ordered that we were to sleep in – no early start. The weather
had cleared overnight and there was a fairly hard frost that had turned wet togs to rigidly
cardboard-like articles. About 8 am there were stirrings and by 9 am, the pools were again
well occupied.
About 10 am the sun was high enough to illuminate the pools. On the bank above the
pools the sunlight was diffracted by water beads caught in spiders’ webs to create strings
of sparkling jewels.
Josh had designated a departure time of 11 am. The last of us extracted ourselves from
the pools at about 10:20 am and, after packing our wet tents, we actually got away about 5
minutes late. The weather to the west was starting to look ominous again so we made
pretty concerted progress along the 4WD road through an environmenttransformed by the
snow fall. We were still mostly in sun and, in the Edwards River valley, sheltered from the
wind;but above us, on the northern section of the St James Range we could see large
clouds of spindrift, being whipped up by gales.
We got back to the cars about 2 pm, packed up promptly and headed back to Christchurch
with a stop at the Culverden pub to support the local economy.
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Cow Stream walk out in a new landscape

Thanks to Josh for organising a very enjoyable low-key weekend, to Josh and Barney for
driving, and to everyone else for their conviviality.
11.9 km and a bit under 3 hours each way. Nine participants: Joshua Johnson (leader),
Jonathan Carr, Brindsley Archer, Barney Stephenson, Mark Watson, Chris Freear, Sarah
McRae, Stefan Fairweather and Bryce Williamson.

From our Facebook contributors:
An easy moderate loop trip around Mt Richardson.
Alan Ross lead 18 trampers on an anti-clockwise loop around Mt Richardson.
The Christchurch Tramping Club had a trip planned to Mt Thomas in the Canterbury
Foothills, and I was keen to go. It’s a nice walk with great views, I hadn’t been on a club
trip since the end of the Covid lockdown. We were going to kill some wilding pines along
the way, the weather forecast was for some snow earlier in the week, so it was all looking
good. However rather late in the week it turned out that two of the three Mt Thomas tracks
were closed, and Alan moved the trip to Mt Richardson. It’s just a bit further to the west in
the same forest, so the weather and snow conditions would be the same. No wilding pines
in this area though, although I took the saws along just in case.
The large group of trampers assembled in the Glentui picnic area and Symon was
appointed to lead us into the Glentui Nature walk and then up the bypass track. I’ve never
done this walk anti-clockwise before, the though had never crossed my mind. However this
puts the steep bit on the downhill of the return leg, so that’s a pretty good plan. We
regrouped frequently, and after we reached the junction with the Blowhard track we soon
found ourselves in a bit of snow. The views from the track were nothing to rave about; the
fine weather had clouded over and visibility wasn’t great.
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A bit of a clearing with some snow in it served as a break area for a slightly early lunch,
and we were rewarded with some brief sunshine – at least those of us who didn’t chose to
sit in the forest were. Despite Alan’s assurances that this wasn’t really cold weather, it
seems that lunch was cut a little short by the cold and we moved along the Blowhard Track
towards the summit into increasingly deep snow and descending cloud. The track was
quite slushy and muddy in places, but didn’t really hamper progress.
It was getting a bit cold to be standing around talking, and there was no view to be had
because of the cloud. As we descended the southern slope the snow kept getting deeper
and the track became a bit trickier to negotiate.
Six hours after we started out we arrived back at the cars. Feet were wet from the mud

At the summit of Mt Richardson. Photo: Simon Holmes

and slush, but we’d had no rain or drizzle so were relatively dry. We decided to meet at
Coffee Culture in Rangiora for refreshments and settling the trip finances. I was a bit
disappointed because as I wasn’t driving (for a change) I’d been hoping for a beer, but I’ve
got to admit that the triple-chocolate muffin was spectacularly good, and more than made
up for the lack of beer. Anyway, I could get beer at the supermarket on the way home, but
you don’t come across a muffin like that terribly often, so it was great finish to the day.
Shame about lack of a view, but I think we were all in agreement that it had been a pretty
good trip.
Trip statistics
Distance Walked: 12.7 km
Min Elevation: 323 m
Max Elevation: 1046 m
Elevation gain: 857 m
Total moving time: 3h 53m
Total stopped time: 2h 06 m
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Participants: Alan Ross (leader,) Nat Flynn, Trudi Cameron, Jenny Harris, Helen Ryan,
Heidi Barlow, Debbie Mann, Caroline Garcon, Rodney Erickson, Symon Holmes, Harish
Mandalika, Chris McGimpsey, Michael Ny, Rowena Gleeson, Gary Bint, Murray Gifford,
Bernhard Parawa, Rachel Brown, John Kerkhofs (scribe & photographer)

Route map
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Top Trent Lagoon hut Haupiri River with Stefan Fairweather and Chris Bloomer

Mt Elizabeth from the Haupiri

Two days of beautiful West Coast weather saw me and Chris head up the Haupiri River,
past Elizabeth Hut and over Trent saddle. A rather challenging walk from the saddle
through the high basin of the Trent catchment took us to Top Trent Lagoon Hut.
Chris was disappointed to find that a camp oven is not the same as a camp stove (as
described in the trail notes), so fire lighters were carried for no reason. The night was
rather brisk and we're fairly sure we heard a kiwi outside the hut.
The walk back the following day was just as pleasant (nice to have the 1200m of descent
and 500m of ascent, as opposed to the previous day) and we even saw some brown trout
in a branch of the Haupiri.
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Elizabeth Hut with Stefan Fairweather

Chris at Top Trent Lagoon Hut
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Queens Birthday Weekend Lake Dumb-bell Ohau
We took advantage of the perfect weather over QB weekend, downgrading our walk from
'adventure' to 'lazy alpine womble' so that we could enjoy the sunshine and calm weather
from various luxurious camp spots.

Lake Dumb-bell

Classifieds
Get great value skiing & riding on our South Island slopes!
Hi there Skiers and Riders
Disabled Snowsports Canterbury is pleased to announce the release of our new
Bargain Books of vouchers for most South Island Ski Areas for the 2020 Season. In most
cases the offers include two lift passes for the price of one, although a few fields have
different offers and/or restrictions. This year we are proud to tell you that Treble
Cone/Cardrona are back on the roster, after a few years away for TC. This is your best
chance to spend some time on some different or less well known ski areas, while you are
doing your bit to support local ventures.
Ski Fields participating this year include Cardrona, Treble Cone, Mt Cheeseman, Mt
Olympus, Temple Basin, Porters, Mt Lyford, Mt Dobson, Broken River, Fox Peak, Ohau,
Snow Farm, Rainbow, and Hanmer Springs.
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The Bargain Books are our major fundraiser each year, and although the 2020 Season
may be a little different to previous years, the generous support from nearly all the Ski
Areas is really heartening. It’s a wonderful indication of their positivity and eagerness to
support our members. We very much appreciate your support too, and although the
Bargain Books are still currently in production, we expect them to be ready for shipping
and collection by early June.
All of the details are on our website
http://www.dsc.org.nz/bargain-booklets/
Bargain Books are $110 for the first one purchased and $90 for subsequent ones. They
can be purchased through our website or from the following outlets:
·Snow and Surf, 85 Tuam Street
·SnowRide, 386 Lincoln Road
·Cactus Outdoor, 90 Fitzgerald Avenue
·Gnomes, 26 South Terrace, Darfield
·Further Faster, 57a Buchan Street
Reserve your Booklets now and have them shipped to you as soon as they are ready, just
contact:
webquery@dsc.org.nz
Thanks for your support and we wish you a fantastic 2020 Season.
Regards
Disabled Snowsports Canterbury
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can be made then the Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on
www.ctc.org.nz. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070 Overnight Trip
Barry Watson
Organiser:
Vice President: Bill Johnson
022 049 3453
Social
Secretary:
Eric Skea
021 0247 5473
John West
Convenor:
Treasurer:
Carol Horgan
027 212 7294
Barney
Gear Custodian:
Club Captain: Alan Ross
384-6425
Stephenson
New Members
Emma Rogers
Rep:

022 491 6625

Day Trip
Organiser:

027 614 2255 IT Convenor:

Kelly Purdie

Editor:

Peter Hinchey

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton
Nick Edwards

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 29 July 2020 – Thanks.
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021668895
021 230 2536
027 358 3281
0225948023
322-6196
0273656751
0212141907

